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Executive Summary
China's asset management market is expected to be the
second biggest in the world, and is projected to reach about
USD10 trillion by 2025. It stands out as the only at-scale
asset management market with double-digit organic growth.
The COVID-19 crisis may further extend the growth gap
between China and western markets, making China an even
more important strategic arena for global asset managers.
Foreign managers have long been interested in the China
opportunity, but until recently have had limited options for
accessing this market, either via a minority joint venture
("JV") with a local Fund Management Company ("FMC"), or a
Wholly Foreign Owned Entity Private Fund Manager ("WFOE PFM"). Both of these
options held significant constraints—minority FMC JVs offered limited control over
the company, while WFOE PFM's excluded access to the promising retail market.
However, this all changed with the 11 Measures1 announced in 2019. Foreign
managers now have access to multiple additional venues to tap into China's asset
management market, effectively giving them access to all client segments through
vehicles in which they can have controlling stakes:
1. There are no longer limits on foreign ownership of FMCs
2. Foreign managers are encouraged to form JVs with local banks, with local
banks required to carve out their Wealth Management Product ("WMP")
activities into separate subsidiaries
3. There are no longer limits on foreign companies' share ownership in securities
houses and insurance companies, enabling foreign players to establish
Securities Asset Management or Insurance Asset Management companies
China is a long-term play, and foreign managers aiming to reap its vast market
potential must also come to terms with the significant resource expenditure
required.

1.

https://www.chinabankingnews.com/2019/07/21/beijing-launches-11-measures-for-furtheropening-of-chinas-financial-sector/
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With no proven successes and uncertainties along the way, there is no silver bullet.
However, there are five "good practices" foreign managers should follow:

Invest in regulatory relationships
Relationships with regulatory bodies help to navigate a changing regulatory
landscape; leading firms can take active roles in shaping future regulations and
policy changes
Focus on investor education
Healthy growth of the China's asset management market will rely on having
a mature investor base; leading foreign managers are contributing to investor
education, getting them to understand risk-return, and investment time horizons
Exploit opportunities in digital distribution innovation
The emergence of a variety of distribution channels allows foreign
managers to innovate outside bank-controlled mechanisms; leading managers are
leveraging data and technology to redefine their relationships with investors
Identify a differentiating product or value proposition
A differentiated product set is needed to stand out in a crowded market;
leading managers are leveraging their strengths in overseas investment,
retirement funds, smart beta, environmental, social and governance ("ESG")
investing, to gain an edge
Empower local teams
Asset management in China requires strong, on-the-ground personnel;
empowered local teams help attract and retain talent, allowing firms to be agile in
response to a highly dynamic local market environment
For many foreign asset managers, venturing or expanding in China can be
daunting. Those with the appetite to do so, and are willing to commit to the
market can use these five "good practices" to help them build a profitable and
successful franchise.
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Section 1:

The China opportunity
continues to grow
Asset management firms globally
have faced a number of challenges in
recent years, including slowing organic
growth, fee pressure and increasing
costs. In this world of increasingly
challenging economics, China
continues to stand out as the only atscale asset management market with
continued double-digit organic growth.
Consistent with what we wrote in our
paper – Leadership in Times of Plenty
–back in 2017, we expect China to be
the world's second largest market by
2022, and to reach about USD10 trillion
by 2025.

Strong economic growth, increasing
personal wealth, and growing fund
penetration have driven China's
asset management market to grow
at double-digit rates for many years,
but recent regulatory changes around
Wealth Management Products
("WMPs") are providing another boost,
as a large portion of assets from
the USD3.1 trillion WMP market are
migrating to the asset management
sector.
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Exhibit 1
China is the only at-scale market globally that will
experience double-digit organic growth...
Global vs. China assets under management (AUM) & net new flows (NNFs)
By Region, 2019 AUM in USD $T, 2020-2024e average NNF as % of BoP AUM
$45T
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...accounting for 40% of new assets globally over
the next 5 years
5-Year Cumulative NNF
By Region, 2020-2024
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Source: Casey Quirk Global Demand Model, Casey Quirk Analysis
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Section 2:

The door is now
fully open
Foreign asset managers have been
interested in the China opportunity
for decades, and many have longestablished footprints in the country.
Until recently, however, regulations
strictly limited the scope of foreign
managers' participation in the Chinese
market. Foreign managers that have
established presences in China
generally followed one of two routes:
minority ownership in an FMC JV or
WFOE PFM.

Foreign managers have been buying
minority stakes in Chinese asset
management firms since the early
2000's. Some of these JVs have evolved
into successful asset managers,
while others have exited the market.
As minority shareholders, foreign
participants have had little operational
or strategic control over the direction
of joint ventures.

Exhibit 2
Foreign managers have already captured as much
as 53% of FMC AUM through JVs, but in most cases
are financial shareholders with little control over
the JVs
FMC AUM by ownership type
2019, % of AUM, fully Chinese owned vs. foreign-invested JVs

Fully Chinese
Owned

JV with Foreign
Partner

47%

53%

Source: WIND, Casey Quirk Analysis
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In 2016, the China Securities
Regulatory Commission ("CSRC")
allowed the establishment of Wholly
Foreign Owned Entity ("WFOE") Private
Fund Managers ("PFM"). The regulation
attracted alternatives-focused firms
to the Chinese institutional and high
net worth ("HNW") segments. But
many traditional asset managers who

hoped to expand their local knowledge
and on-the-ground relationships also
jumped on the opportunity to set
up WFOE PFMs. To date, due to low
brand awareness, lack of a distribution
networks and customer preference
differences, most new WFOE PFMs
have failed to raise any meaningful
assets.

Exhibit 3
WFOE PFMs have grown steadily, but have only a
small share of the PFM market at about 0.3%
Share of PFM AUM by ownership type
April 2020, % of1 AUM, local managers vs. foreign managers
PFM Market Share
AUM of Foreign vs. Local Managers,
as of Apr 2020

0.3%

Local Managers
Foreign Managers
1. Includes only AUM of Private Securities Funds
Source: WIND, Casey Quirk Analysis
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In 2019, the Chinese government
introduced 11 measures that bring
substantial opportunity for foreign
asset managers. For the first time,
foreign managers are allowed to fully
own FMC, with access to all client
segments. The government also

encouraged newly established Wealth
Management Subsidiaries ("WMS")
that are owned by domestic banks to
partner with foreign managers. This
has opened the WMP and local banks'
distribution networks to foreign firms.

Exhibit 4
The 11 Measures announced by the Chinese
government in 2019 open up new routes for
foreign managers to access China's asset
management market …
New routes for foreign managers after the 11 Measures
WFOE FMC
Foreign asset managers can fully own fund management
companies from April 2020

Wealth Management Subsidiary
Foreign asset managers can now establish majority-owned JVs
with wealth management subsidiaries

Insurance Asset Management Companies
Foreign firms can set up its wholly-owned insurance asset
managers, and will no longer be limited to 25% ownership

Securities Asset Management Companies
Foreign firms can take 100% ownership of a securities firm and
apply for a wholly-owned securities asset management company

Source: 11 Measures
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Exhibit 5
...effectively, foreign managers now have
unfettered access to all segments of the market
China AUM1 by asset manager type
2019E, %

Pre-11 Measures

Post-11 Measures

Not addressable

Addressable
through a majority
owned JV

Ownership
capped at 51%

Addressable
through a WFOE
FMC

Private Equity
& Venture
Capital

Addressable
through WFOE PFM

Addressable
through WFOE
PFM

Insurance
Asset
Management

Ownership
capped at 25%

Addressable
with no cap on
ownership

Securities
Asset
Management

Ownership
capped at 51%

Addressable with
no cap on
ownership

Addressable
through WFOE PFM

Addressable
through WFOE
PFM

Bank WMP
35%
FMC

32%

15%
7%
6%
4%

Addressability for foreign managers

Private
Securities
Firms

1. externally managed AUM, excludes principal guaranteed WMP, trust asset manager, futures asset
manager, and other private fund licenses
Source: Casey Quirk Global Demand Model, AMAC, WIND, NSSF, China Wealth, IAMAC, CICC,
HWABAO Securities, Casey Quirk Analysis

Such significant regulatory and
industry changes have not gone
unnoticed by foreign managers,
and they are moving swiftly to take
advantage of this growing opportunity.
J.P.Morgan has announced its intention
to increase ownership of its FMC JV to
100%, and Blackrock, Vanguard and
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Fidelity have applied for fully-owned
FMC licenses. Several asset managers,
including Blackrock and Amundi, have
announced new WMS JVs with leading
local banks. We expect this uptick
in activity to continue in the coming
months.
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Exhibit 6
Foreign managers have begun to capitalize on
opening up policies
Actions taken by foreign managers in China since the 11 Measures

Firm

FMC

WMS

BlackRock

Applied for license

Majority JV with
Temasek and China
Construction Bank

Fidelity

Applied for license

Neuberger Berman

Applied for license

Amundi

Standard Life Aberdeen

Pension/Insurance

Majority JV with Bank
of China
Equal JV with Tianjin
TEDA

Source: Casey Quirk Analysis

Each option has benefits and
drawbacks, and managers should
consider their medium- and long-term
goals in China when considering their
method of entry. The most suitable
long-term option for a manager might
not be the most suitable medium-term
one. For example, an asset manager
might aim to fully own an FMC in the
long term, but choose to leverage a
partnership in the medium term.

Whilst the door is open for foreign
companies, the Chinese government
is likely to be selective in approving
licenses and potentially pace them
over time. Regulators will want to
strike a balance between promoting
competition and maintaining stability.
Not all foreign applicants would
be granted these licenses, and the
barriers for entry could become higher
over time.
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Section 3:

How can global asset
managers win?
The path to success in China will be
a long, non-linear one, and foreign
firms will face constant uncertainties
throughout the journey. In addition,
with no stories of true success in
China by foreign asset managers,
growth in the region means covering
largely unchartered territory, and
firms will have to accept the risks and
uncertainties that accompany the
potential rewards.
China is a long-term play, and foreign
managers that wish to reap the vast
potential of its market must also
come to terms with the significant
resource expenditure required. PostCOVID resources will likely be more
constrained than they were before,
and not all firms will have the appetite
to take on the cost of tackling the
Chinese market. In 2017, our team
published the whitepaper, Leadership
in Times of Plenty: Future Winners in
China's Asset Management Industry,
in which we estimated that foreign
firms will account for 6% of the market
by 2030. The penetration of foreign
firms will remain limited, but those that
choose to commit to the market now
are likely to be rewarded handsomely
for addressing the substantial market
opportunity that China brings.
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China is a new, untested battleground
for most global asset managers. It
is a place where foreign players can
bring in their areas of expertise, but
at the same time is one where foreign
firms will need to experiment with
new business models. Competing in
China requires innovation in an age of
uncertainty. Foreign managers need
to be prepared to test new business
models, and be agile and responsive
to a constantly changing market
environment.
Although there is no silver bullet, five
"good practices" can help foreign firms
differentiate themselves, reduce risks,
and maximize their chances of success.
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1) Invest in Regulatory Relationships
Regulatory relationships are key
in China, and developing a strong
relationship with regulators –
the China Banking and Insurance
Regulatory Commission ("CBIRC"),
CSRC, People's Bank of China ("PBOC")
and State Administration of Foreign
Exchange ("SAFE") – should be a
priority for any foreign manager
looking to establish a presence in
China. Licensing conditions can be
difficult to interpret and regulators can
have unspoken rules, so relationships
with regulatory bodies can not only
help managers navigate a challenging
regulatory landscape, but also help
expedite licensing approvals. In our
experience, regulators such as the
CSRC and CBIRC, in line with new
policies, are increasingly operating an
open door policy under which they are
very willing to have ongoing dialogue
and communication with foreign
managers.

Leading foreign managers have
not only developed regulatory
relationships to help navigate China's
difficult regulatory environment, but
are also helping regulators form new
regulations as the Chinese asset
management market continues to
develop. Leading foreign managers
have been speaking with Chinese
regulators on pension reform for years,
including introducing tax benefits for
pension contributions. Regulators in
China have often rewarded managers
that have shown a commitment to the
market, with first access to licenses as
regulatory barriers recede, and it is not
difficult to imagine that firms which
contribute to shape the pensions
landscape will also be among the
primary beneficiaries.
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2) Focus on Investor Education
Foreign managers have chased the
large, high growth mass affluent and
high net worth channels for years,
but Chinese investors have different
preferences and expectations to
their global counterparts. China is
marked by high churn, and investors
have historically chased short term,
attractive yet unsustainable market
returns over products with long-term
financial goals.
WMPs are a key product that has
shaped Chinese investors' psychology.
WMPs have long dominated the
Chinese landscape, boosted by the
strong distribution networks of local
banks and high guaranteed returns,
which foreign asset managers have
found it difficult to compete with.
Regulators have greatly increased
regulation of WMPs in recent years,
including banning guaranteed returns
and capping allocations to nonstandard debt.

12

Resourcefully, some WMPs have
moved from having an explicit
guarantee to an implicit one. However,
with a cap on allocation to nonstandard debt, as shown in Exhibit 7,
there has been a steady decline in the
average return offered by WMPs.
Increasing regulation, rising defaults on
products sold with implicit guarantees,
and improving investor education, will
gradually shift demand from WMPs
to NAV-based asset management
products that are more familiar to
foreign managers. This will create a
more level playing field as returns on
WMPs decline and investors become
more aware of their true risks.
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Exhibit 7
Increased regulations of WMPs will create a more
level playing field, allowing foreign managers to
capture a bigger share of the asset management
market
Average return of bank WMPs
December 2016 – February
2020, Return
%
Average
of Bank WMP
Dec 2016 –Feb 2020
5.0%
4.8%
4.6%
4.4%
4.2%
4.0%
3.8%
’16/12

’17/12

’18/12

’19/12

Source: Rong 360, Puyi Standard, China Wealth, Casey Quirk Analysis

Chinese investors will start to
understand risk-return, and the
investment time horizons that come
with them. There is a shift, albeit a
slow one, towards more long-term,
solutions-based investing, and foreign
managers should play a key role in this
movement.
Leading foreign managers are investing
substantial resources in educating
retail investors in a vast variety of
investment topics, from retirement to
ESG, through leading digital channels

such as WeChat and Ant Financial.
Foreign managers should leverage
such digital channels to drive investor
education, but can also consider
innovative new channels, such as
providing financial literacy education in
universities and high schools. Financial
literacy remains low worldwide, but
China is known for leapfrogging other
countries when it commits to an idea.
Being a part of the conversation will
give foreign managers a platform to
build their brands.
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3) Exploit Opportunities in Digital Distribution Innovation
In a market where domestic brand
names and distributors dominate, it is
difficult for foreign managers to achieve
large market shares without forming
strong distribution relationships. Bank
partnerships are the obvious place to
start, as local banks have long dominated
the mutual fund distribution space in
China. But competition is tough, with
shelf space highly competitive and often
dominated by banks' own products.
Foreign managers will have to show the
distinct value propositions they offer.
Foreign managers can also consider
independent wealth managers and
growing digital channels. Online thirdparty distribution channels (e.g. Ant
Financial) have revolutionized this space
in recent years, but until recently have
largely been confined to money market
fund distribution. Foreign managers can

capitalize on the opportunity to grow
share through online platforms, which
have reached 25% market share in mutual
funds and are expected to continue to
grow in popularity.
The growth of third-party distribution
channels allows foreign managers to
bypass bank networks, and can provide
interesting wealth advisory partnership
opportunities. Foreign asset managers,
especially those familiar with open-API
environments, are in an advantageous
position, leveraging data and technology
to redefine the relationship between
asset managers and clients. China has a
unique digital ecosystem, so while such
foreign asset managers have a potential
head start, they will need to adapt their
approaches to this specific market
environment.

Exhibit 8
The growing importance of third party online
platforms gives foreign managers a viable alternative
distribution channel to win new flows by innovating
outside of bank-controlled distribution models
Share of mutual fund AUM by distribution channel

Mutual Fund AUM by
2019, % of Channel
mutual fund AUM
Distribution
2019, %
Securities
Companies Others

4%
2%
Third-party
Online Platforms

Direct Sales

25%

32%

Retail Banks

37%

Source: Casey Quirk Analysis
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4) Identify a Differentiating Product or Value Proposition
Foreign managers often struggle
to differentiate in China's domestic
market, where investor preferences
are vastly different from their home
markets. It is tempting to establish a
presence first, before thinking about
differentiation, but having a unique
differentiator to bring to the Chinese
market will be critical if foreign asset
managers are to succeed.
Given historical quotas limiting
access to the onshore market, foreign
managers are unlikely to have strong
track records in managing domestic
products. In addition, China has
cultivated its own investment manager
brands and stars, and foreign branding
carries little weight when it comes to
domestic products.
China's continued capital market
reforms favor foreign managers.
Chinese regulators are encouraging
companies to leverage equity funding
over debt funding, leading to growing
numbers of listed companies. As the
equity market expands, there is a
tightening focus on financial reporting
and transparency, with the equity
market evolving to become more
similar to those overseas. In addition,
regulators are gradually allowing more
complex trades (increasing daily price
limits, allowing banks to trade bond
futures) and products, bringing the
market environment closer to those
with which foreign asset managers are
accustomed. This will make it easier for
foreign managers to implement their
global investment processes.

The product areas in which firms
seek to differentiate will vary. Foreign
managers have an edge in certain
product sets, including overseas
investment, retirement funds, smart
beta and ESG.
Overseas investment
This has always been an obvious area
of differentiation for foreign managers,
although strict capital controls have
made it extremely challenging for them
to get new quotas. With continued
demand for overseas allocations and
confidence in China's currency, there
are signs the Qualified Domestic (QD)
investor quotas will be expanded.
Although the size of new QD quotas
is uncertain, and they are likely to be
small in relation to the overall market.
Any fresh issuance of QD quotas
by SAFE will nevertheless provide
a distinct space in which foreign
managers can differentiate themselves
from their domestic counterparts.
Retirement funds
The pension space is another potential
area in which foreign managers can
differentiate. Foreign managers have
been working with Chinese regulators
to shape the future of second and
third-pillar pensions in China.
Through a collaboration between
the UK Foreign and Commonwealth
Office and PBOC under the UK-China
Financial Services Prosperity Fund,
a proposal for an auto-enrollment
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system and designs for occupational
defined contribution plans are being
developed. This initiative is aimed
at increasing the share of Chinese
private-sector workers covered by
second pillar pensions. Over time, this
initiative will seek proposals in several
retirement-related areas, including the
potential design of an auto-enrollment
system, and the use of target-date
funds and policy considerations for a
future multi-pillar pension system.
In the third pillar, the CSRC approved
its first target-date funds in 2018, and
since then the market has seen strong

growth in these products. The high
growth third pillar pension market is
only in its infancy, and will likely see
enormous growth in coming years
as regulators potentially introduce
tax incentives and other measures to
boost penetration. Foreign managers
hold a distinct competitive advantage
in the retirement space across
accumulation and decumulation
product development, tax incentives,
client servicing, risk management,
and digital engagement for longterm investment. The retirement
fund opportunity could be the key
competitive differentiator so many
foreign firms struggle to find in China.

Exhibit 9
Foreign managers have an edge in capturing the
rapid growth of China's retirement market
Size of target date retirement funds (TDRF)
December 2018 – June 2020, USD billion
$4.5
$4.0
$3.5
$3.0
$2.5
$2.0
$1.5
$1.0
$0.5
$0.0

$3.8 B

$2.3 B

$0.6 B
Dec-18

Source: WIND, Casey Quirk Analysis
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Jun-19

Dec - 19

Jun - 20
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5) Empower Local Teams
Asset management is a people-first
business, and attracting and retaining
the right talent is key to success for any
firm. China's pool of local talent with
experience and language capabilities to
navigate local and foreign management
styles is small and highly sought after.
Foreign firms have been known to pay
large sums to attract key management
personnel. A lack of brand exposure
or scale can also hinder foreign firm's
recruitment efforts, and firms will have
to find other incentives to attract the
right people.
Some foreign asset managers have
often long-established presences in
China, from setting up investment
offices, to forming JVs, and building
PFMs. However, although China is
often a stated key objective, local
teams almost always hold little power,
and face layers of management
between key decision makers at
corporate headquarters. This creates

a disconnect between management
teams with decision rights (often at
global or regional headquarters) and
local teams with essential knowledge of
China's unique market. This disconnect
creates inefficiency and inaccuracy
in decision making, and these issues
will only become more prominent as
foreign firms begin to ramp up their
presences in China.
Hiring the correct management in
China, with strong local knowledge,
is a priority for foreign managers,
but the benefits of a strong local
team cannot be reaped if they are
not empowered. Local management
should be granted direct access to
fund managers' executive committees,
and sway over large business
decisions such as budgets. Day-to-day
management of local entities should be
completely under the control of local
management.
An empowered local team can also
help foreign managers address talent
recruitment and retention issues—
local teams will be more incentivized
if they are part of a business in which
they have the ownership to build,
rather than being part of an outpost
that is far from the center of activity.
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Conclusion
The recent regulatory changes in the Chinese asset management market have
given foreign players unprecedented access to the high potential market. Foreign
firms now have attractive options at their disposal, from establishing an FMC
to partnering with a newly established wealth management subsidiary. While
regulatory barriers have been removed, foreign managers will still face significant
challenges when looking to penetrate the Chinese market. China remains a unique
and strongly domestic market, and foreign managers will have to navigate a wide
range of challenges, from unique investor preferences to lack of a distribution
network.
With the current market being dominated by local players, there is no clear path
to success for foreign players. Establishing a real presence in China is a formidable
task, and one that requires patience, agility, and considerable resources. As
foreign firms pave their way in China they should keep in mind five key best
practices: building regulatory relationships, investing in investor education,
exploiting digital distribution, identifying a value proposition, and empowering
local teams.
The Chinese asset management market is vast, growing and constantly changing,
and foreign managers that position themselves for success now are likely to reap
great rewards in the future.
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Wuhan 430000, PRC
Tel: +86 27 8526 6618
Fax: +86 27 8526 7032
Xiamen
Unit E, 26/F International Plaza
8 Lujiang Road, Siming District
Xiamen 361001, PRC
Tel: +86 592 2107 298
Fax: +86 592 2107 259

Ningbo
Room 1702 Marriott Center
No.168 Heyi Road
Haishu District
Ningbo 315000, PRC
Tel: +86 574 8768 3928
Fax: +86 574 8707 4131

Xi’an
Room 5104A, 51F Block A
Greenland Center
9 Jinye Road, High-tech Zone
Xi'an 710065, PRC
Tel: +86 29 8114 0201
Fax: +86 29 8114 0205

Sanya
Floor 16, Lanhaihuating Plaza
(Sanya Huaxia Insurance Center)
No. 279, Xinfeng street
Jiyang District
Sanya 572099, PRC
Tel: +86 898 8861 5558
Fax: +86 898 8861 0723

Zhengzhou
Unit 5A10, Block 8, Kailin Center
No.51 Jinshui East Road
Zhengdong New District
Zhengzhou 450018, PRC
Tel: +86 371 8897 3700
Fax: +86 371 8897 3710

Shanghai
30/F Bund Center
222 Yan An Road East
Shanghai 200002, PRC
Tel: +86 21 6141 8888
Fax: +86 21 6335 0003
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Tianjin
45/F Metropolitan Tower
183 Nanjing Road
Heping District
Tianjin 300051, PRC
Tel: +86 22 2320 6688
Fax: +86 22 8312 6099
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